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Chromosomal Aberration

 Abnormalities of chromosomes may be either 
numerical or structural and may involve one or 
more autosomes, sex chromosomes, or both 
simultaneously.

Numerical Aberration

Structural Aberration



Numerical Aberration 
 A chromosome complement with any 

chromosome number other than 46 is said to be 
numerical aberration.

 Numerical abnormalities involve the loss 
and/or gain of a whole chromosome or 
chromosomes and can include both autosomes
and sex chromosomes.

Euploid （整倍体）

Aneuploid （非整倍体）



Euploid
 An exact multiple of the haploid（单倍体）

chromosome number (n) is called euploid.

•Haploid
•Germ cells (egg and sperm) have 23 
chromosomes: one copy of each autosome
plus a single sex chromosome. This is 
referred to as the haploid number. 

•Triploid
•A condition in which there is an extra copy 
of every chromosome. 

•Tetraploid
•A condition in which there are two extra 
copies of every chromosome. 

69，XXX     
69，XXY      
69，XYY

92，XXXX
92，XXYY



Triploid



Chromosome analysis disclosed 4 of 20 metaphases 
consisting of 92,XXYY,del(2)(q?)t(15;17)(q22;q21)×2.
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Aneuploid
 An clinically significant chromosome abnormality which number 

due to an extra or missing chromosome.
 Generally chromosome loss has a greater effect on an individual 

than does chromosome gain although these can also have 
severe consequences. 

 Another general rule is that loss or gain of an autosome has 
more severe consequences than loss or gain of a sex 
chromosome. 

 1. Hyperdiploid
– Somatic cells in which chromosome numbers are more than 46.
– Those cells with an extra chromosome show trisomy for the 

chromosome involved. 
– Trisomy is the most common type.
– e.g. 47, XX(XY), +21  (Down Syndrome)

 2. Hypodiploid
– Somatic cells in which chromosome numbers are less than 46.
– Cells which have lost a chromosome are monosomy for that 

chromosome. 
– e.g. 45, X (Turner Syndrome)



Multicolor FISH analysis of 
interphase amniotic fluid cells

 47,XX,+18 (trisomy 18) cell
 Chromosome 18 aqua, X 

chromosome green

 trisomy 21cells
 Chromosome 13 green, chromosome 

21 red



Mosaicism
 A condition in which tissues of genetically 

different types occur in the same organism.
– Sometimes individuals are found who have both 

normal and abnormal cell lines. These people are 
called mosaics.

– In the vast majority of these cases the abnormal 
cell line has a numerical chromosome abnormality. 
Structural mosaics are extremely rare. 

– The degree to which an individual is clinically 
affected usually depends on the percentage of 
abnormal cells. 

 E.g. 46，XX/47，XX，+21



Mechanism of numerical aberration

1. Diandry and digyny
2. Endoreplication and 

endomitosis
3. Meiotic nondisjunction
4. Mitotic nondisjunction
5. Loss of chromosome

The reason for triploid

The reason for tetraploid

The reason for aneuploid

The reason for mosaicism
Also the reason for mosaicism



Structural Aberration

 Quantities and positions of genetic material altered.
 Mechanism: Chromosomes were broken, fragments lost or 

connected to a wrong position.
 Description: number, sex chromosomes, abnormalities

– Brief pattern：using the breakpoints
– Detailed pattern：using the form of the bands in rearranged 

chromosomes

 symbols：
– p、q、 ter、 pter、qter、cen、t、inv、:、::、del、der、i、

fra、rob etc.



Some 
abbreviations 
used for 
description of 
chromosomes 

Abbreviation Meaning  
cen
del
der
dic

dup
fra

i
ins
inv

mar
mat

p
pat

q
r

rcp
rob

t
ter

+
-
:

::
/

centromere
deletion
derivative
dicentric chromosome
duplication
fragile site
isochromosome
insertion
inversion
marker chromosome
matermal origin
short arm of chromosome
paternal origin
long arm of chromosome
ring chromosome
reciprocal translocation
Robertsonian translocation
translocation
terminus
gain of
loss of
break
break and join
mosaicism



Familiar structural aberrations

deletion, del
ring chromosome, r
translocation, t
inversion, inv
dicentric chromosome, dic
isochromosome, i



Deletion,del

 Deletions involve loss of material from 
a single chromosome. The effects are 
typically severe since there is a loss of 
genetic material. 

terminal deletion

interstitial deletion



Terminal deletion

 A terminal segment of a chromosome is 
deleted.



Terminal deletion



 Brief pattern：
– 46, XX(XY), del(1)(q21)

 Detailed pattern：
– 46, XX(XY), del(1)(pter→q21:)

loss



 Notice:
 The detailed description usually begins from 

the terminal of short arm (pter), but when 
pter is deleted, it should begins from the 
terminal of long arm (qter).

 E.g.  Cri du chat syndrome
– Brief pattern：46, XX(XY), del(5)(p14)
– Detailed pattern：46, XX(XY), del(5)(qter→p14:)



Interstitial deletion

 An intermediary segment, 
i.e., excluding a 
centromere and terminal 
ends (telomeres), of a 
chromosome is deleted.



Interstitial deletion



 Brief pattern：
– 46, XX(XY), del(1)(q21q31)

 Detailed pattern：
– 46, XX(XY), del(1)(pter→q21::q31 →qter)

q21

q31
loss



Ring chromosome, r

 Two broken ends of a chromosome have 
joined to form a ring-like structure.



 Brief pattern: 
– 46, XX(XY), r(2)(p21q31)

 Detailed pattern: 
– 46, XX(XY), r(2)(p21→q31)

Notice:

No ::

p21

q31

loss

loss



Translocation, t

 Translocations involve exchange of 
material between two or more 
chromosomes. 

reciprocal translocation

Robertsonian translocation



Reciprocal translocation

 Reciprocal translocation
is a translocation in which the segments of 
chromosomes have been exchanged.



Reciprocal translocation



 Brief pattern: 
– 46，XX(XY)，t(2;5)(q21;q31)

 Detailed pattern: 
– 46，XX(XY)，t(2;5)(2pter→2q21::5q31 →5qter ; 5pter →5q31::2q21 →2qter)

2q21

5q31

der(2)

der(5)

5

2



Notice:
 In reciprocal translocation between autosomes, the 

larger one should be described antecedently;
 In reciprocal translocation between sex chromosomes 

and autosomes, the sex chromosome should be 
described antecedently.

 e.g.  46，XX，t(X; 2)(q21; 2q31)



Pairing at meiosis

q23
q21



Alternate:  ①3，21    ②3*，21*

Karyotypes of offspring:

① 46，XX（XY） Normal 

Balanced translocation, 
phenotypically normal

① ②

② 46，XX（XY），t(3;21) (q23;q21)



Karyotypes of offspring:

③46,XX（XY）, -21 , +der(21) 
(21pter →21q21::3q23 →3qter)

Adjacent 1：③ 3，21*     ④ 3*，21

④46,XX（XY）, -3 , +der(3) 
(3pter→3q23::21q21 →21qter)

③ ④

unbalanced translocation, 
abnormal

unbalanced translocation, 
abnormal



Karyotypes of offspring:

⑤ 46,XX（XY）, -21 , +der(3) (3pter →3q23::21q21 →21qter)
⑥ 46,XX（XY）, -3 , +der(21) (21pter→21q21::3q23 →3qter)

Adjacent 2： ⑤ 3，3*        ⑥ 21，21*

⑤ ⑥

Both are unbalanced translocation, abnormal



Robertsonian translocation

 Translocations involving the centromeric
regions and with both long arms of 
acrocentric chromosomes. 

 Centricfusion
 Balanced translocation



Robertsonian translocation



Brief pattern：

45,XX(XY),rob(14;21)(p11;q11)

Detailed pattern：

45,XX(XY),rob(14;21)(14qter→14p11::21q11 →21qter)

loss

loss







Normal 
Balanced translocation

Down syndrome
Monosomy-21

Be similar to trisomy-14
Monosomy-14

• Karyotypes of offspring：

① 46, XX(XY)
② 45, XX(XY), rob(14;21) (p11; q11)
③ 46, XX(XY), -14, + rob(14;21) (p11; q11)
④ 45, XX(XY), -21
⑤ 46, XX(XY), -21, + rob(14;21) (p11; q11)
⑥ 45, XX(XY), -14

④⑤ ⑥③②①

Phenotypes：



FISH detection of balanced translocation between chromosomes 11 
(yellow) and 16, using a painting probe for chromosome 11.

Karyotype is 46,XY,t(11;16)(q24;q23)



FISH detection of a cryptic translocation in a developmentally delayed 
proband, using specific probes for the telomere of chromosome 3p
and chromosome 11q. 

An unbalanced translocation between 3p and 11q carrying partial 
trisomy for 3p and partial monosomy for 11q.



Inversion , inv

 Inversions occur when there are two 
breaks within a single chromosome and 
the broken segment flips 180° (inverts) 
and reattaches to form a chromosome 
that is structurally out-of-sequence. 
– Paracentric Inversion
– Pericentric Inversion



Paracentric inversion

 An inversion of a chromosome segment that 
excludes the centromere.



 Brief pattern: 
– 46, XX(XY), inv(2)(p13p24)

 Detailed pattern: 
– 46, XX(XY), inv(2)(pter→p24::p13→ p24::p13 →qter)



Pericentric inversion

 An inversion of a chromosome segment that includes 
the centromere.



 Brief pattern:
– 46, XX(XY), inv(2)(p13q31)

 Detailed pattern:
– 46, XX(XY), inv(2)(pter→p13::q31→ p13::q31 →qter)

2

1

2

2

3

1

p

q

p13
q31

q31
p13

p13

q31



 Although an inversion carrier may be completely 
normal, they are at a slightly increased risk for 
producing a chromosomally unbalanced embryo. 
This is because an inverted chromosome has 
difficulty pairing with it's normal homolog during 
meiosis, which can result in gametes containing 
unbalanced derivative chromosomes if an 
unequal cross-over event occurs. 

Inversion 
loop









Dicentric chromosome, dic

 A chromosome with two centromeres.



Dicentric chromosome, dic

 Combined FISH and centromere analysis in a 46,X,idic(X) patient, 
with a dicentric isochromosome of the X chromosome.

 BLUE– chromosomes stained with DAPI
 GREEEN– functional centromeres, as detected with antibodies against 

a protein specific for active centromeres/kinetochores.
 RED– X centromeres detected by FISH using a specific alpha satellite 

probe from the X.

Normal X

dicentric X



Isochromosome , i 

 The two arms of the 
chromosome are 
identical to each 
other.





46,X, i(Xp) 
46,X, i(Xp)(pter→cen →pter)

46,X, i(Xq)
46,X, i(Xq)(qter→cen →qter)

duplications

duplications



Examples of Chromosome 
Abnormalities
 Example 1: Down Syndrome, a common numerical 

abnormality. 
 Example 2: An inversion in chromosome 10. 
 Example 3: An interstitial deletion of chromosome 16. 
 Example 4: A translocation between chromosomes 2 

and 15. 
 Example 5: A translocation between chromosomes 5 

and 8. 
 Example 6: A subtle inversion in chromosome 3. 
 Example 7: An interstitial deletion of chromosome 7. 
 Example 8: An unbalanced translocation between 

chromosomes 13 and 14. 



Example 1: Down Synrdome Karyotype

 This karyotype is an example of 
Down Syndrome (trisomy 21), 
the most common numerical
abnormality found in newborns. 
It is characterized by an extra 
chromosome 21. 

 The karyotype is written 
as: 47,XY,+21.

 The key to the karyotype
description is as follows: 

 47: the total number of 
chromosomes (46 is normal). 

 XY: the sex chromosomes 
(male). 

 +21: designates the extra 
chromosome as a 21. 



Example 2: Inversion 10 Karyotype

 This karyotype is an example of an 
inversion, one of the more 
common structural rearrangements. 

 In this case a segment in the q, or 
long arm of the right chromosome 
10 is inverted. 

 Since both breaks occurred in the 
long arm and the centromere is not 
involved, this is referred to as a 
paracentric inversion. If separate 
breaks had occurred in both the 
long and short arms the 
centromere would be inverted as 
well, this would be called a 
pericentric inversion.



The following ideogram gives a detailed 
illustration of this inversion.

 The karyotype is written as: 
46,XY,inv(10)(q11.23q26.3).

 The key to the karyotype
description is as follows: 

 46: the total number of 
chromosomes. 

 XY: the sex chromosomes 
(male). 

 inv(10): inversion in 
chromosome 10. 

 (q11.23q26.3): breakpoints of 
the inverted segment.



Example 3: Deletion 16 Karyotype

 This karyotype is an example 
of a simple deletion in one 
chromosome. In this case a 
segment within the q, or long 
arm of the right chromosome 
16 is deleted. 

 In this particular example there 
are two microscopically visible 
breaks within the long arm 
making it an interstitial
deletion. If there had been one 
break resulting in the loss of 
the end of a chromosome this 
would be called a terminal
deletion. 



The following ideogram gives a detailed 
illustration of this interstitial deletion.

 The karyotype is written as: 
46,XX,del(16)(q13q22).

 The key to the karyotype
description is as follows: 

 46: the total number of 
chromosomes. 

 XX: the sex chromosomes 
(female). 

 del(16): deletion in 
chromosome 16. 

 (q13q22): breakpoints of the 
deleted segment. 



Example 4: Translocation (2;15) Karyotype
 This karyotype is an 

example of a balanced
translocation between two 
chromosomes. 

 In this case a large segment 
in the p, or short arm of the 
right chromosome 2 has 
been exchanged with 
basically the entire q, or long 
arm of the right chromosome 
15. 

 Because the size of the 
exchanged segments is 
about equal, this particular 
structural rearrangement 
would be almost impossible 
to detect without banding 
techniques. 



The following ideogram gives a detailed 
illustration of this translocation.

 The karyotype is written as: 
46,XY,t(2;15)(p11.2;q11.2).
The key to the karyotype
description is as follows: 

 46: the total number of 
chromosomes. 

 XY: the sex chromosomes 
(male). 

 t(2;15): translocation 
between chromosomes 2 
and 15. 

 (p11.2;q11.2): breakpoints 
in chromosomes 2 (p11.2), 
and 15 (q11.2) respectively. 



The following ideogram gives a detailed 
illustration of this translocation.

 The karyotype is written as: 
46,XY,t(5;8)(q31.1;p23.1).
The key to the karyotype
description is as follows: 

 46: the total number of 
chromosomes. 

 XY: the sex chromosomes 
(male). 

 t(5;8): translocation 
between chromosomes 5 
and 8. 

 (q31.1;p23.1): breakpoints 
in chromosomes 5 (q31.1), 
and 8 (p23.1) respectively. 



Example 6: Inversion 3 Cell and Ideogram

 This metaphase cell is an 
example of a very subtle 
inversion. This is how the 
cell looks to a Cytogeneticist
as it is viewed under a light 
microscope. 

 In this case a segment in the 
q, or long arm of the 
indicated chromosome 3 is 
inverted. Since both breaks 
occurred in the long arm and 
the centromere is not 
involved, this is referred to 
as a paracentric inversion. 



The following chromosome / ideogram 
comparison gives a detailed illustration of 
this inversion.

 The karyotype is written as: 
46,XX,inv(3)(q24q27).

 The key to the karyotype
description is as follows: 

 46: the total number of 
chromosomes. 

 XX: the sex chromosomes 
(female). 

 inv(3): inversion in 
chromosome 3. 

 (q24q27): breakpoints of the 
inverted segment. 



Example 7: Deletion 7 Karyotype
 This karyotype is an 

example of a simple deletion 
in one chromosome. 

 In this case a segment within 
the q, or long arm of the right 
chromosome 7 is deleted. 

 In this particular example 
there are two microscopically 
visible breaks within the long 
arm making it an interstitial
deletion. If there had been 
one break resulting in the 
loss of the end of a 
chromosome this would be 
called a terminal deletion. 



The following ideogram gives a detailed 
illustration of this interstitial deletion.

 The karyotype is written as: 
46,XY,del(7)(q11.23q21.2).

 The key to the karyotype
description is as follows: 

 46: the total number of 
chromosomes. 

 XY: the sex chromosomes 
(male). 

 del(7): deletion in 
chromosome 7. 

 (q11.23q21.2): breakpoints 
of the deleted segment. 



Example 8: Dicentric (13;14) Karyotype

 This karyotype is an example of a 
special type of translocation 
involving the entire long arms, and 
quite often the centromeres, of 
acrocentric chromosomes. It is 
called a Robertsonian
Translocation. 

 In this case the entire q, or long 
arm, plus centromere of a 
chromosome 13 has been fused 
with the entire q arm, plus 
centromere of a chromosome 14. 

 This particular example is 
unbalanced and results in trisomy 
13. There are two normal 
chromosome 13's plus the 
chromosome 13 involved with the 
translocation, thus there are three 
copies of chromosome 13. The 
translocation is shown as the right 
chromosome 14 in the karyotype. 



The following ideogram gives a detailed 
illustration of this translocation.

 The karyotype is written as: 
46,XY,+13,dic(13;14)(p11.2;p11.2).

 The key to the karyotype description is 
as follows: 

 46: the total number of chromosomes. 
The chromosome number remains 46 
because the long arms of 
chromosomes 13 and 14 have basically 
fused into one chromosome. 

 XY: the sex chromosomes (male). 
 +13: indicates the presence of an extra 

chromosome 13. 
 dic(13;14): dicentric chromosome 

involving chromosomes 13 and 14. As 
with many Robertsonian translocations, 
the centromeres of both chromosomes 
are present, thus the "dicentric" 
designation. 

 (p11.2;p11.2): breakpoints in 
chromosomes 13 (p11.2), and 14 
(p11.2) respectively. 



Mitotic nondisjunction
 The types of the cell lines in mosaicism and their 

proportions are related to the time of disjunction in 
mitosis and viabilities of them.

– The earlier disjunction occurs, the more 
abnormalities are.

– The later disjunction occurs, the less abnormalities 
are.

– Viability of hyperdiploid is stronger; 
– Viability of hypodiploid is poorer.



Loss of chromosomes

 During mitosis, some chromosome cannot 
move normally to any pole of the cell 
because of not attaching to microtubules of 
the mitotic spindle or delayed movement 
resulting in loss or being degested.


